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However, after delivering this one-liner we have no illusions that patients will start moving and stay active
straight away. Many practical barriers deter them and behavioural change, such as adopting a physically active
lifestyle, is only achieved when various stages of change have been successfully completed [ 1 ]. What really
helps is referring patients quickly to an outpatient or clinical cardiac rehabilitation CR program. This does not
always happen properly, but with the help of allied professionals such as the nursing specialist, the situation in
the Netherlands is better now than 10 years ago. The intake includes an exercise test ergometry. Often, the
backbone of the CR trajectory is exercise, the component applied by the physiotherapist, which gives this
allied professional a crucial role in CR. But in addition to physical therapy and movement agogics , other
allied professionals in social work, psychology, dietetics, nursing, case management logistics and evaluation
as well as the cardiologist all contribute. What we like about the guidelines in their present shape is that they
include: Recommendations for physiotherapy prior to heart surgery: Examples here are lifting, carrying,
bending over, putting down, pushing, balancing, climbing stairs and turning safely [ 6 ]; in other words,
physical agility and flexibility. The guidelines explicitly state: With regard to the mobilisation phase, in our
opinion, the guidelines correctly point out the opportunities for Clinical Cardiac Rehabilitation offered by a
few centres in the Netherlands [ 7 ], An option for fatigue-led training, where the familiar Borg scale Rating of
Perceived Exertion, RPE can give direction. For endurance exercise outside the home we regularly advise
patients to follow the intensity of the Talk Test: This gives patients something to hold on to in the post-CR
phase if, for example, they no longer exercise according to heart rate. Again, in our opinion, the post-CR phase
is almost more important than actual CR. This touches on the issue of non-adherence or non-compliance. In
the relaxation part of the CR program, the patient learns how to cope mentally and emotionally with body
signals such as rapid breathing and heart beat, shortness of breath and possibly chest discomfort. In our
opinion, however, daily aerobic activity gentle endurance exercises remains the cornerstone of the exercise
program, And, finally, attention for impact assessment, including an exit test and aftercare, for example, by
telephone from the case manager and, not forgetting to mention, the CR report to the GP and the referrer. The
authors are rightly cautious in their recommendations for high-intensity interval HIT training. The guidelines
state that HIT training: Research is limited in this area, which is why we think HIT should be supervised very
carefully. However, physiotherapists with knowledge and experience of this method should be able to practise
it as long as their patients are also motivated to try this type of exercise. What is rather unusual is how the
guidelines use the Physiotherapy Evidence Database PEDro scale for rating the quality of randomised studies [
11 ]. Because these new guidelines have arisen from the discipline of physiotherapy, one of our indispensable
allied professions, there is a good chance of wide-scale implementation which will contribute significantly to
good care for cardiac patients.
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Geoengineering does nothing to address the root causes of climate change. It is part of an effort to profit from
the climate crisis. We should vigorously work to expose the risks involved with these projects and make sure
that they are not implemented. Geoengineering takes us down a path that is false, unproductive, and
dangerous. Hands off Mother Earth! We need a complete transformation of our energy systems, food systems,
economic systems. But rich countries, transnational corporations and other powerful vested interests are
desperate to divert our attention from system change, and from radical emissions reductions needed at source.
Friends of the Earth International rejects large-scale geoengineering as an unproven technology which could
lead to land or resource grabbing and dispossession of local communities. As human beings, we are entirely
dependent upon our respectful relationship with the natural world. Everything the dominant world does has far
reaching consequences that we cannot predict. We are now faced with many of those consequences from the
exploitation of the natural world that threaten the future existence of all life on Mother Earth. To assert that
human knowledge has advanced so fully that we can predict with absolute certainty that no harm will be a
consequence of our actions is categorically false. Our Indigenous traditional teachings, lifestyles, spirituality,
cultures and leadership of our people has sustained us for millennia and will do so for countless future
generations but only if the world adheres to the Natural Laws of Creation and the Precautionary Principle.
Geoengineering projects fall perfectly within the interests of the governmental, financial, and industrial
consortia that has caused the ecological devastation, genocide and territorial dispossession of our Original
Nations. This time it is the sky itself that is being commodified and marketed. If we pursue them and they fail,
geoengineers and climate-polluting governments will then hold up solar radiation management as the only
remedy for run-away climate change â€” a set of highly risky proposals with military origins that can be
weaponized. We can see that the US government, the largest historical emitter, is exactly on this track with
their mix of climate denialism and aggressive promotion of geoengineering. Some in the geoengineering
clique now claim that the impacts of climate change will be worse even than from geoengineering. But every
technofix in the geoengineering arsenal will clearly only make matters worse. Also, there is little reason to
think that carbon emissions â€” from fossil fuels or bioenergy â€” can be securely stored below ground over
the long term. We need tried and true solutions including protecting natural ecosystems and supporting
community-based conservation initiatives. It cannot be the basis of addressing the climate problem through
more reckless manipulation as geoengineering. In ecological agriculture, which returns organic matter to the
soil, we have a non-violent, tested and proven solution to cooling the planet, while growing more and better
food. The world must be weaned from fossil fuels, cut emissions at source and not permit any manipulation of
the climate that has the potential to pile more harm on Africa and other territories.
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Neth Space Enter into Neth Space and you will find thoughts and reviews of books and other media that fit the
general definition of speculative fiction. This includes the various genres and sub-genres of fantasy, science
fiction, epic fantasy, high fantasy, hard sci-fi, soft sci-fi, new weird, magical realism, cyberpunk, urban
fantasy, slipstream, horror, alternative history, SF noir, etc. Monday, August 04, Review: The Mirror Empire
by Kameron Hurley Fantasy is the genre where anything is possible and that is one of the biggest reasons why
so many of us read it. Most mimic in one way or another what has come before. Most take inspiration from
historic cultures of our own world particularly Western societies and build that inspiration into a set of rules to
adhere to. Often those rules are not based on any factual part of history, but perceived aspects of history that
never actually existed. Why do fantasy peoples form the frozen north have to be Vikings? Why do those
frozen lands have to be north? Why are temperate climates European analogs? Why is a tropical environment
populated by African or Mayan analogs? Why in a fantasy world do people ride horses into battle? Why not
bearsâ€¦with forked tongues? For all the freedom that the genre offers, the vast majority of it shackles itself in
rules. The societies are different, the people bear little resemblance in race, ethnicity, and cultural construction
to the past or present of the real world. Hurley builds a world that is a true fantasy â€” a brilliant fantasy that
actually embraces the possibilities it presents rather than limits itself by so-called rules of the past. To continue
with the rhetorical questions I mentioned above, why do the gender politics of our current society have to be
present? This books calls all that out for the bullshit it is. Hurley creates a variety of nations and societies that
are often matriarchic. She rams this rail spike of point home â€” repeatedly. Gender roles are reversed and
sometimes completely deconstructed. Does it feel wrong? Does it make you uncomfortable? Should you take a
long hard look in the mirror? It comes complete with the gratuitous rape of man by women â€” the same sort
that is so often unnecessarily present in other fantasy books and is thankfully being called out more often for
the bullshit it is. Of course, is it bullshit in this book when used in the same? With The Mirror Empire, Hurley
celebrates the open canvas that is fantasy. There are no rules except the ones imposed on it by us and this book
tosses those away. A textbook on what can be done if you free yourself of the imposed limits. The Mirror
Empire is bold, courageous, unapologetic, and at times, angry. I really hope that readers, booksellers, and fans
refuse to let that happen. This is epic fantasy, just epic fantasy that has removed traditional boundaries. For all
the bold, brilliant creativity that goes into the world, as a story, the story of The Mirror Empire suffers. This is
a dense book with a slow start. I felt very little about the characters â€” essentially no investment. That makes
it a challenge to want to read the book â€” a challenge to enjoy anything about the book. The names are
confusing which I suspect is more of a product of the absolute mess that is the first act of this book and not the
names themselves. Places are confusing and the geography confounds note: Simply put, the story failed to
provide the motivation for me to keep reading to see what would happen next. Sure, I see that, there is a lot of
challenge in this book. But that should not be confused with the mess that is its story. So, The Mirror Empire
is a mixed bag. Two images â€” one the idealized intent, the other the reflected reality. Did I like it? Did I
enjoy it? Will I read the second book in the series? The first book never quite sold me, but I so want this to
succeed in large part due to all that I began this review with. Make of that what you will.
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Wedgwood , with Bishop C. Leadbeater assisting on the Collects, Psalms, canticles, and readings. In creating
the new Rite, Wedgwood and Leadbeater focused more on the glorification of God, rather than the depravity
of man. In explaining how the Liberal Rite was developed, Bishop Wedgwood states: References to fear of
God, to His wrath and to everlasting damnation were taken out, also the constant insistence on the sinfulness
and worthlessness of man and the frequent appeals for mercy. The services were made as clear and free from
repetition in their structural sequence as possible. And every opportunity was given to the congregation to join
in the worship with all the resources of mind and will and emotion and self-dedication they were able to
command. The sentiments put into the mouth of the worshiper are such as those who are filled with the spirit
of devotion and service can honestly and sincerely utter It stresses the idea of co-operation with the Divine
Father rather than that of supplication, and being outward-turned in the service of God and His world soon
enables a man to realize something of the boundless resources of his own being. They are his by right and not
simply by grace. LCC Liturgy Books 1st through 5th editions. A total of five editions of the Rite exist today.
Leadbeater - 3rd edition published. Pigott - 3rd edition published in Spanish Partial. Ballesteros - 3rd edition
reprint by the LCCI. Neth - 3rd edition reprint by the LCCI. Finn - 3rd edition published in Spanish Complete.
Bekken - 3rd edition reprinted by the St. Sykes - 5th edition published by the LCC old synod. Also to be
changed will be an invocation to Our Lady at the Healing Service, and the Shorter Form of the Eucharist will
be taken from the edition. It was missing the Gospels, Epistles and some other services. As of , the Liberal
Catholic Church Theosophia Synod allows the celebrant the use of either the reprint of the 3rd Edition, or the
5th Edition. It made minor changes in the prayer of consecration and one collect. The Shorter Form remained
unchanged. This can be seen when one compares an original edition to the current re-print. The LCCI printed
a booklet entitled: This so-called "Eastern Rite" has not received much attention by the various Churches in
the Liberal Catholic Movement , and there remain questions on its authenticity and authorship. The Young
Rite uses numerous liturgies, including a Traditional Form of the Holy Eucharist, the Circle Form of the Holy
Eucharist, and the Universal Eucharist, all of which are available for study on their church website. Prayers,
readings, and devotions for Liberal Catholics. This text contained the Holy Office, the Proper Collects and
various other readings and devotions. It was not an official publication of the LCCI. Alban Press, Cerro Gordo
Ave. San Diego, CA Ceremonies of the Liberal Catholic Rite. The Science of the Sacraments. The Collected
Works of James I. Book of Prayers, The Pillars of the Temple.
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The movement for cooperation and fellowship between the various Christian churches had resulted in the provisional
formation in in Utrecht, Neth., of the World Council of Churches, and Visser 't Hooft was chosen to be its
secretary-general in
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Kenneth Noland (April - January was an American abstract painter. He was one of the best-known American Color Field
painters, although in the he was thought of as an abstract expressionist and in the early he was thought of as a
minimalist painter.
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Rainsy announced the creation of the new movement in response, although it was met with resistance from Sokha's
supporters, who see it as implicitly accepting the dissolution of the CNRP and possibly jeopardising Sokha himself.
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